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Press Release
Witlon, Inc. and The Cloverton Group Enter Strategic Alliance
Denver, CO, August 6, 2015: Witlon, Inc., a full service administrative services organization for the cannabis
industry, announces it has entered into a strategic alliance with The Cloverton Group. This new alliance will
integrate Witlon’s services such as payroll administration, staffing and recruiting, human resources administration,
and product representation with Cloverton’s security services, providing dispensaries and growers with added
administrative efficiency and safety for their businesses.
Nicholas Murer, CEO of Witlon, Inc. said, “ This strategic alliance is really a partnership to enable cannabis
related businesses additional compliance and security cash processing, creating cost efficiencies and protection
while providing their employees and customers with the best possible benefits and value-added services.” He
added, “I’m excited to draw on 15 years of energy experience to make Witlon the most trusted name in the
cannabis industry and applying the regulations and standards to help enable cannabis to be a viable medical
commodity, become a resource that creates natural personal products, and be the renewable energy source of
the future.”
Signe Martin, The Cloverton Group’s Director of Sales, said, “We’ve invested in technology and procedures
that our competitors have never heard of. We’ve hired the ideal staff, we’ve purchased the best equipment and
vehicles and we’ve laid the groundwork for the highest standards that our clients have been waiting for. We’re
excited to raise the expectations nationwide in cannabis physical security.”
Witlon Inc. is an administrative services organization providing payroll management, human resource
implementation, accounting solutions, recruiting and staffing, product representation, and construction and
maintenance project management. Witlon supports the legal cannabis industry by providing customized solutions
to help clients grow their business and execute operations.
The Cloverton Group is a comprehensive security solutions division of CSA with the most advanced
technology and procedures designed specifically for the cannabis industry. Their new up-armored MercedesBenz Sprinter Van fleet is equipped with internal and external HD cameras that stream live footage back to a
central command center. All aspects of every transaction are recorded from pickup to drop off allowing The
Cloverton Group to be a compliance intermediary with regulatory reporting for full traceability. In addition to
armored transport, The Cloverton Group also offers armed and unarmed guards, comprehensive background
checks, license plate tracking, traffic camera access, security consulting, risk assessment, and executive
protection.

